
Mini Sprouts 

 
Verbal Skills 
In this room we really try to teach the children basic sign language so that they can 

communicate as much as possible. Signs like "more", "please", and "all done" are a few 

that we use. We use them at the appropriate times and also say them out loud so they can 

see with their eyes and hear with their own ears. They also learn to wave "hello" and 

"goodbye" at the appropriate times. 

 

Social Skills 
We can see their social skills developing as they start to play and interact with others. Mini 

Sprouts start to laugh more and be silly; they really spice up their own personalities.  Some 

of the children show attachment to parents or certain caregivers as well. We try to help 

them realize mom and dad will always come back to get them at the end of the day.  

 

Small manipulative/ Large motor  
Large motor skills are a major way that we see transitions.  Children go from crawling, to 

standing, to walking.  They are also able to feed themselves and drink out of bottles and 

sippy cups without assistance. By the time they move to the next room they can feed 

themselves by either hand or spoon. We help them with using their spoon as much as 

possible. We do many activities working on fine motor skills to help develop the small 

muscles in their hands like stacking blocks, tearing paper apart, etc.  

 

Emotional 
Because sign language is still a new skill to them and they aren't yet able to speak, crying 

and yelling are the most common way for children in our class to communicate We get to 

watch our children interact without being able to communicate. As they get frustrated, we 

remind them to try again as well as guide them in order for them to reach their goals. We 

talk to them about how they're feeling for example if they cry while it's time for a diaper 

change we would ask "Did the coldness of the wipe surprise you?" We use a lot of words 

like frustrated, surprised, sad, happy, and many others so they can start to understand 

their emotions. 

 


